Accenture Asset and Operations Services

Accenture + Cimation = Unmatched provider of end-to-end industrial asset and operations services

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is transforming companies and countries—opening a new era of economic growth and competitiveness. The intersection of people, data and intelligent devices will have far-reaching impacts on the productivity and efficiency of industrial operations around the world.

To help asset-intensive industries better leverage the IIoT, Accenture has acquired Cimation, an operations consulting company known for its work in asset automation, operations information technology (IT) and industrial control system (ICS) cyber security. Together, we help clients transform how they maintain, operate and optimize their plants, wells, refineries, mines, power generation facilities and pipelines.

Benefits

- Increased production
- Reduced cost of maintenance and operations
- Improved worker safety
- Improved asset reliability

Accenture Asset and Operations Services

- Capital Efficiency
- Capital Sourcing and Procurement
- Project Services & Controls
- Engineering & Project Data

- Asset Performance Management Strategies
- Maintenance, Turnaround Planning
- Enterprise Asset Information
- Enterprise Asset Management
- Multi-Plant Optimization Tools and Services

- Automation (Process, ISA-95, ISA-80)
- Advanced Manufacturing/Production Optimization
- Connected Mine, Connected Operations/Cogeneration
- Digital Plant, Digital Supply Chain

- Detailed predictive analytics
  - from operational data

- Deep consulting, digital and asset-specific expertise

- Broad suite of innovative asset operations services
  - Accenture Asset and Operations Services
  - Industrial Internet of Things
  - Industrial control systems cyber security

- What does Accenture bring to Cimation?
  - Deep consulting, digital and asset-specific expertise
  - Broad suite of innovative asset operations services

- What does Cimation bring to Accenture?
  - Capital efficiency and cost-savings
  - Broad suite of innovative asset operations services